May Wins Brexit Boost, but Bigger Battles Await

Pence Trip to Middle East Overshadowed by Trump’s Jerusalem Decision

SYRIA:

Ghana’s Akuffo-Addo Seeks Re-election

Pakistan’s Sharif Scraps Visits to India

Kashmir Talks Reopened

Karachi’s Karachi: The City of Remorse

India’s Rahul Gandhi Takes over as Opposition Congress Party Chief

NEW DELHI – India’s Nehru-Gandhi family is set to return to power at the country’s main opposition Congress party’s annual conference, after five years of rule by rivals led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The 45-year-old son of the Congress’ founder Sir自由 Gandhi, who had been the president of the 132-year-old political party since 1998, at a general council in Delhi. The elevation took place at 11:00 a.m. local time when Gandhi was given a formal certificate of being elected the Congress party president, unopposed from the party’s central election authority. Gandhi was in fact elected to the top post Monday after no-one else in the Congress council challenged him in the face of heavy pressure from the party’s central election authority. Gandhi held the post of party president for over three years (1998).

Palestinians, who were deemed the embattled community and elected against US President Donald Trump’s administration in the Washington DC. The move has caused global condemnation and sparked a protest across the world and has been the main issue in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The US administration has fully recognized both states as sovereign entities in peacetime. Meanwhile

unreported overconfidence,” dangerous narratives and rhetoric, a lack of meaningful communication, he said. “It is therefore no surprise to see the United States and the United Kingdom considering ways to reduce the risk of miscommunication and reduce the risk of miscommunication in future.” Diplomatic engagement is the only way to prevent the situation from degenerating, he said. Britain’s and peace-declaration, and concluded, said K. D. Pillai, “We must do everything we can to reach a durable solution and ensure a peaceful resolution. The situation requires the support of the international community to achieve a lasting peace in the Middle East.”

LONDON – After a turbulent few months when some predicted it would be gone by Christmas, Boris Johnson, who took office in January and has been the prime minister of Great Britain, now seems to be in a permanent state of turmoil, with the Brexit crisis his top priority. The UK is due to leave the EU on March 29, 2019, and the process of negotiating the terms of its departure from the EU has already begun, with a number of key issues still unresolved. The Brexit deal struck last month by the prime minister and European Commission chief Jean-Claude Juncker on the terms of the divorce, including the financial settlement, has been welcomed by the UK government. But the deal has been roundly rejected by eurosceptic lawmakers, who have called it a “sell-out” and a “betrayal” of the people of Britain. The deal was agreed by a majority of MPs on Tuesday, with only a handful voting against it. The European Union member state could be gone by Christmas, the British government has said. But some key votes remain unclear, and Britain is yet to set out what it wants from the EU post-Brexit.

UN Chief, Security Council Members Warn Against Military Action on Korean Peninsula

KOREA PENINSULA:

Korean Talks Reopened

North Korea Vows to Continue Nuclear Tests

South Korea Seeks Closer Ties with US in Response to Trump, Brexit

JERUSALEM – On his Jerusalem visit, US President Donald Trump on Saturday made a historic first official visit to the temple mount in Jerusalem, and renewed decades of US policy and announced that the US would start the process of moving its embassy to Jerusalem. While Pence will underknife the US partnership with Israel during a trip to the region this week, while seeking to reassuring US relations with the Arab world after President Donald Trump recognized the region as the capital of the Palestinians, the US president has shown support for the Palestinian cause, and has declared he will meet with Pence in the near future. The US administration has fully recognized both states as sovereign entities in peacetime.